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Objectives

• To share my perspective on why I believe we need to keep 

the science of exercise physiology in cardiac rehab

• To review some of the research that suggests there is 

opportunity to be more scientific with our approach to exercise

• To review current statements by the ACSM, AHA, AACVPR 

and others that suggest that exercise testing needs to be part of 

the exercise prescriptive process

• To discuss shortcomings of the 6MWT and RHR +20 Ex Rx 

process



My Opinions & Perspective

• I have heard…

– there is a suggestion that cardiac rehab should be moving 

toward little or no monitoring of its nduring exercise in the out-

patient setting



Little or no monitoring…my thoughts



My Opinions & Perspective

• I have heard…

– that exercise intensity should be based on your ability to talk 

while exercising



• Physiologic considerations of the talk test…

– the disruption in the ability to talk while exercising occurs at or 

near the ventilatory anaerobic threshold (VAT) as non-metabolic 

CO2 is produced from H+ excess when conversion of pyruvic 

acid to lactic acid occurs 

– stimulates an increase in the ventilatory requirement to the point 

that the amount of air required for talking competes with the 

amount of air required for pulmonary ventilation and both are 

compromised

– VAT occurs between 40-60% of VO2 Reserve in the normal and 

non-CHF cardiac population

– This training intensity is sufficient to provide for improvements in 

cardiorespiratory endurance



VO2 Reserve for MIE = ~51.4%
VO2 Reserve for VIE = ~71.9%



But Moderate Continuous Training May not be Optimal

• …here comes High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT)

• HIIT may provide greater improvement than MCT in:

– Cardiorespiratory endurance

– Preservation of coronary artery lumen diameter

– Anti-inflammatory responses

– LV geometry and performance

• Has been shown to be safe in high-risk populations such as 

those with HF

• And has made ACSM’s GETP 10 Exercise Training 

Considerations for Outpatient CR





MCT = 60-80% HRR, HIIT = W:80-90% HRR & R:60-70% HRR

Keteyian et al. JCRP 2014;34, 98-105.



Am Heart J. 2009;158:734-741

HIIT = W:90-95% peak HR, R:60-70% peak HR





MCT = 70% peak HR, HIIT = W:90-95% peak HR, R:50-60% peak HR





ACSM GETP 10 exerpt:

ACSM GETP 10, 2017, page 236.



My Opinions & Perspective

• I have seen…

– that the perpetuation of prescribing intensity at RHR + 20 bpm 

curtails the inclusion of progressive overload



• This is the intensity prescription for in-patient CR

ACSM’s GETP 10, page 230



• Assumes that all individuals are working within a similar and 

acceptable intensity range

Low = peak VO2 < 7 METs
High = peak VO2 > 7 METs



• Training at this level is unlikely to produce increases in SV 

such that HR responses will be decreased and workloads then 

be increased to allow patients to do more work within the same 

HR range

Low = peak VO2 < 7 METs
High = peak VO2 > 7 METs



Inter-subject Variability is High



So…

• Even with beta blockade, many patients can achieve ~90% of 

APMHR

*There may be a wide range and thus some outliers



• Knowing that: 

– higher intensities may be more beneficial to our patients

– +20-30 may not be the best method for prescribing intensity in 

many of our patients

– Some younger patients desire a return toward a vigorous 

lifestyle

– Being too conservative may curtail referrals

• We need to be able to confidently prescribe exercise at higher 

intensities.  This is best accomplished with exercise testing



• Our profession is called to do exercise testing for exercise 

prescriptive purposes by many of the governing agencies

• American Heart Association

– “Exercise testing remains a remarkably durable and versatile 

tool that provides valuable diagnostic and prognostic information

regarding patients with cardiovascular disease” 

and 

– “the addition of ventilatory gas exchange measurements during 

exercise testing provides a wide array of unique and clinically 

useful incremental information that heretofore has been poorly 

understood and underutilized by the practicing clinician.” 



• American College of Sports Medicine

– “…exercise testing at baseline is essential for the development 

of an exercise prescription in patients who have suffered from 

MI with or without revascularization, as well as those patients 

who have undergone coronary revascularization alone.”

(Gibbons, R et al. ACC/AHA 2002 Guideline Update for Exercise Testing: Summary 
Article. A Report of the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association 
task Force on Practice Guidelines. Am. J.Cardiol. 2002;40(8)1531-1540)

(Pescatello, L. (Senior Editor) ACSM’s Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription
(9th edition) Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins, page 241, 2013)



• European Association of Cardiovascular Prevention

– Cardiopulmonary exercise testing is a methodology that has 

profoundly changed the approach to patient’s functional 

evaluation, linking performance and physiologic parameters to 

the underlying metabolic substratum and providing highly 

reproducible exercise capacity descriptors”

Mezzani et al. European Society of Cardiology, Standards for the use of 
cardiopulmonary exercise testing for the functional evaluation of cardiac patients: a 
report from the Exercise Physiology section of the European Association for 
Cardiovascular Prevention and Rehabilitation, European Journal of Cardiology 
Prevention and Rehabilitation, 16;249-267, 2009.



• American Association of Cardiovascular & Pulmonary 

Rehabilitation

– To establish a safe and effective program of comprehensive 

cardiovascular risk reduction and rehabilitation, each patient 

should undergo a careful medical evaluation and exercise test

before participating in an outpatient Cardiopulmonary 

Rehabilitation program.”

– “The 6-minute walk test can be used as a surrogate test to 

assess exercise capacity when standard treadmill or cycle 

testing is not available.”

• I do not agree with this entirely

AACVPR Guidelines Cardiac Rehabilitation & Secondary Prevention (5th edition), page 58. 



• The distance walked correlates strongly with peak oxygen 

uptake

In Certain Populations…



Significant correlation between 6MWD & Peak VO2 





y = 0.0406x + 2.5409
R² = 0.3391

n = 18
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y = 0.236x + 12.831
R² = 0.0192

n = 18
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The Six Minute Walk Test

• It is a valuable assessment of functional capacity and good 

index for therapeutic efficacy when:

– the sample population is very low functioning (eg. oxygen 

uptake less than ~15 mL/kg/min)

– the sample population being compared is homogenous 

• pulmonary

• HF

• Aortic Stenosis

• Cardiomyopthy

– the testing protocol is standardized (ATS guidelines)

• walking course – 20-34 m

• encouragement – same for all

• assistance – can’t walk alongside patient



Challenge: Put the science back in

• Make every effort to secure a pre-program exercise test, 

CPET preferred

• Prescribe by ACSM, AACVPR guidelines and always include 

progressive overload even if you do not get test results

– Consider RHR progressions over time with demonstrated 

hemodynamic stability

– Consider HR Reserve method  

• Treat the patient not the monitor – if patient is stable and 

feeling good, desires to do more and has demonstrated 

stability, then do more

• Consider including HIIT whenever possible – less boredom, 

better results



• Questions?


